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What Works….

Top ten retention practices at
Community Colleges
with > 20% Hispanic Students










Tutoring
Academic advising center
Mandated placement based on test scores
Supplemental instruction
Required remedial/developmental coursework
Program for first generation students
Program for adult students
Freshman seminar/University 101 (non-credit)
Recommended remedial/developmental
coursework
 Increased number of academic advisors

Top ten retention practices at
Four-Year Colleges
with > 20% Hispanic Students






Reading Center/lab
Learning Communities (non-residential)
Program for first generation students
Extended freshman orientation (credit)
Campus-wide assessment/audit of academic
advising
 Required on-campus housing for freshmen
 Academic advising center
 Early warning system
 Comprehensive learning assistance center/lab
 Advising interventions for selected student
populations

We’ve long known what works….












Tutoring BSU/UMAS/MEChA students (1969 USC)
Mandated placement (1960s and 70s)
Required developmental coursework (early 1970s)
Program for first-generation students (EOP 1960s)
FYE, Student Success courses (1965!!)
Early Alert Systems (1970s)
Summer Bridge Programs: Puente (1970s)
Extended Orientation (1970s)
Academic/Intrusive Advising (1980s)
Supplemental instruction (1973 UM Kansas City)
Learning support for selected student populations
(EOP, TRIO, Puente 1970s)
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Underprepared Students?

Why haven’t we been more effective in
increasing student success?

Professional Development is the Key
[Educators] must be aware of and apply
the skills, attitudes, and behaviors
required to respond effectively to the
needs of increasingly diverse
students….
“Advising Students of Color”
Brown & Rivas, 1997, 2004

Hispanic/Latin@ students are not alone in
being “underprepared” for college….
Most campuses are ill-prepared to support
these students to achieve success due to
the lack of pre-service and in-service
training/professional development….

Content for Professional Development
• Conceptual

What should educators
understand, value and
appreciate?
• Informational: What should educators
know?
• Relational:
What should educators
do and be?

We’re not “there” yet!
La Lucha Continua…
Graduation Rates for 2010 Entering Class
63%
 Black
38
 Hispanic/Latin@ 51
 White
62
 Asian

Knowing and Understanding…

Source: National Student Clearinghouse Research Center.
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An assault on Hispanic/Latin@ Identity
 Latinos as a group are seen as posing a

demographic threat, even as they perform
work essential to local economies.
 If you don’t believe people worthy of help,
you won’t provide help and support.
Invisible No More Pedro Noguera, Aida Hurtado,
Edward Fergus, 2010

Increasing opportunities for
Multicultural students is not a minority,
or “special interest” issue.
It’s an American issue….

As long as education is viewed as a
contest between competing groups…
we will have problems.
Cookie Newsom
University of North Carolina

It’s An American Issue
The Fiscal Benefits of Inclusion
If the US closes the gap between Latino
and Black students and White students,
the US economy would be nearly $2.3
trillion larger in 2050.
The Economic Benefits of Closing Educational
Achievement Gaps by Improving Outcomes for Student
of Color, R.G. Lynch & P. Oakford, November 2014

Defining Student Success
 Academic achievement

Equitable Outcomes!!

 Engagement in educationally purposeful activities
 Student satisfaction
 Acquisition of desired knowledge, skills and
 competencies
 Persistence
 Attainment of educational objectives
 Post-college performance

A Key Concept
What happens to students after they
enroll frequently has a more powerful
impact on whether they stay and
achieve their goals or leave.
Leaving College, Vincent Tinto, 1987, 1993

George Kuh & Associates, 2007
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The Goal of HSI Grants

Their enrollment rate clearly demonstrates the
high value Latinos place on higher education.
Most of the Latino achievement gap is the
result of what happens after they begin
college….
Latinos in Higher Education:
Many Enroll, Too Few Graduate
PEW Hispanic Trust

Hispanic Enrolling
Hispanic Serving

The purpose of HSI grants is not to solely to
support underprepared students,
Rather, these grants create initiatives that
support and develop the underprepared
institution to respond to the needs of
Hispanic/Latin@ Students.
Moises Almendariz, Director
HSI Initiatives, Hartnell College (CA)

From “college ready” students to
“student ready” colleges
 We must abandon the college ready paradigm that
has allowed higher education to deflect
accountability.
 It turns out the problem was not as much about
students…

Hispanic Thriving
Teresita Curiel, Director of HSI Initiatives, CSU Chico

 It was largely about us, uninformed about what it
takes help students succeed and unwilling to
allocate the resources necessary to put it into
practice.
“The Myth of the College-Ready Student”
Inside Higher Education, Byron White, March 21, 2016

Why do students leave college?

Isolation
Inability to connect with significant
members of the campus community….

Personalismo
Latin@ students don’t have interactions
with colleges, universities, or programs;
they have encounters and interactions
with individuals….
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We are often mirrors in which students
see their potential and possibilities…
Quality interaction with faculty seems to
be more important that any other single
college factor in determining the
persistence of ethnically diverse
students.

Disjointed efforts to increase
student success may be attributable to the
fact that most colleges are more likely to
blame student attrition on students….

Astin 1987; Levin and Levin, 1991; Brown & Rivas, 2004
What Works in Student Retention, 2004, 2010;
Brown & Rivas, 2011

Personalismo

 We build beautiful campuses,

What about us? What about me?

 We hire excellent faculty and staff,

We’ve been talking about educating students
about [campus culture]…Maybe we need to
understand our students better rather than
putting the focus on students to understand
our environment better.

 We develop a challenging curriculum…

then the “wrong” students show up!

Aspirations to Achievement
Men of Color and Community Colleges, 2014

There are within each of us the
seeds of who we might become.
Thich Nhat Hanh

Students want to know





I matter
Somebody cares about me
I am a capable learner
I can be a valuable member of this college
community
 What I bring to the college classroom is as valuable
as what others think and know (student voice)
 The curriculum reflects who I am (inclusive
curriculum)
 What it takes to get into and complete college—a
clear pathway toward goal achievement
Laura Rendon, 2012
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Multiple issues: Intersectionality

Treating everyone the same may be
equal treatment,
but it is not equitable treatment.

Multiple issues…

Hispanic/Latino/a AND Also…














First-generation/Low SES
Adult and re-entry
Student with disabilities
Student-Athlete
First-year
Undecided
LGBTQ
Underprepared
Veteran
Transfer
Undocumented
Rural
Homeless

Multiple Issues
Through The Eyes of DACA Students






Worried about deportation/high anxiety/stress
56% know someone who has been deported
Stress is higher than non-DACA students
Lack of access to financial aid is a major obstacle
More likely to pay out-of-pocket for classes
“Undocumented Students Still Stressed Out.” Jamaal Abdul-Alim,
Diverse Issues In Higher Education, March 31, 2015

We often talk about students at-risk as
though the factors that impede their
progress are stand alone issues.
Experiences of race, class, gender,
sexuality, etc. intersect to produce a social
location that is equal to more than just the
sum of its parts.

Multiple issues
• First-generation AND Hispanic/Latin@
Latino and Hispanic
48.5%
Black/African American
45%
Native Americans
35%.
Asian
32%
Caucasian
28%
• Undocumented students are often
the first in their family to attend college
Gildersleeve, Rumann & Mondragon, 2010

The Lack of “Cultural Capital”
Cultural capital is the key factor shaping the
experience of first generation students.
Their parents do not possess:
• the experience
• familiarity
• jargon
• cultural understanding
• emotional bearings
students need to effectively tackle the challenges
of college.
Ward, Siegel, & Davenport, 2012
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Increasing engagement and success
Qualities/calidades of environments that
support Latin@ student success:

A Shared Model for Structuring
Individual and Programmatic
Interventions for Student Success

Intentional
Structured
Proactive

Changing Environment & Changing Students
1st Year
2nd Year 3rd Year
4th, 5th, 6th Year
1st year
2nd Year
3rd Year 

Multiple Issues: Latino Men

Need for Information
Changing
Needs for
Advising

Need for Consultation

Moving In

Moving Through

I

I/S
I = Faculty, advisors, etc.
S = Student
PRESCRIPTIVE

I/S

Moving On

S/I

S

DEVELOPMENTAL

Creamer, 2000; Lynch, 1989; Brown& Rivas, 1994;;Brown, 2006

Men as a social category
There is a way that masculinity in the US is
constructed so that boys become alienated in
schools and leave not seeing themselves as
academically oriented.
Noguera, Hurtado, & Fergus, 2010

The everyday behaviors of young Latino
men are consistently treated as deviant,
threatening and criminal.
Punished, Victor Rios, 2011
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Like Sisyphus

Educational Status of Latino Males

The boys constantly had to prove they were
not “guilty, which led many to internalize the
stereotype that criminality was part of their
persona.
Rios, 2011

We all wear cultural lenses, and despite any misconceptions on our
part, the truth is that they’re the source of most multicultural
understandings. Florence Ferriera

High School diploma or less
Some college no degree
Associate degree
Bachelor’s degree
Graduate degree

66%
14%
6%
10%
4%

Latino Males in Higher Education: Action for Progress Webinar,
Excelencia in Education, April 20, 2016, presented in Partnership
with The University of Texas at Austin, Division of Diversity and
Community Engagement

What Lenses does your department, your
staff, your college, your community,
your famiglia___________?

We all wear cultural lenses, and despite any
misconceptions on our part, the truth is that
they’re the source of most multicultural
misunderstandings.
Florence Ferriera

Shifting Needs: Shifting Responses

Case Study: Los Compas AVID-Maricopa
Latino Males Role Model Program

When the population shifts and diversity
increases, the earlier interventions may not
adequately “fit” the student population. As a
result, interventions need to be critically
examined.
Pascarella (2006), The Invisible Student, Retaining Minority Males in the
Community College Setting, Jill Wendt, Arizona State University, 2014
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Case Study: Who Are Your Latino Male
Role Models?
Mis compas, my carnales, padrino, uncle, friends, my
brother, my dad, Dr. Leyba, Mr. Amparo, Angela (ACE), Dr.
Schuff,
Who do you go to for college information?
Mr. Cruz, Mrs. Ramirez, Angela (ACE), Mrs. Mesa, Dr.
Leyba, Mr. Amparo, teachers, counselors, “The career
center guy,” nobody yet…..
Reflection: When educators think of men of color, they often
associate these students with “bad news”, perhaps even a
lost cause.”

Case Study: Was The Latino Role Model
Program Helpful?
Yes, it has allowed me to see that it can be done
regardless of what my situation is.
Yes, because of their situation growing up and what
they are now.
Yes, it does not only relate to me, but I feel
comfortable in speaking my mind.
Yes, because when I see other Latinos go to
college, it helps me compare my life to theirs and
see the ups and downs that they and I faced.
Yes looking at the things that can hold me back or
might lead me the wrong way.

Aspirations To Achievement, Men of Color and Community Colleges, CCSE, 2014

Case Study: Do You Believe You Can Go To
College?

Luis De La Cruz: Green Card Stories
Maricopa ACE/AVID Student

Yes (11)
I believe in myself
I have no other choice
I have a strong chance because of AVID
I have a strong belief in my going and graduating
from college, but for my grades, I don’t know
I believe anything is possible with the right help
and determination
With hard work and determination, I think I can

Case Study: Los Compas:
• I’m here because te da la confianza. You’re not like
way up there and we have similar backgrounds.
• You tell us your stories where you had to make
choices and I don’t want to make the choices my
parents made.
• My family tells me I can’t do it and to go back to
Mexico, but education is the only way out.
• Failure is not an option. Si Se Puede!

I am a man: Little do I last
and the night is
enormous.
But I look up:
The stars white.
Unknowing I understand:
I too am written,
And at this very special
Moment someone spells
Me out.

Hermandad
Octavio Paz

Male Empowerment Network (MEN)
Maricopa Community Colleges
1.To increase the access and persistence rate of
minority male.
2. To proactively connect minority males with
academic and other support resources during their
first semester in Maricopa Colleges.
3. To enhance the college environments to create a
culture of success where minority males can develop
a sense of
4. Belonging and a Connection to staff, faculty, and
other students
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What Works
Men of Color: sense of belonging was a key factor
that influenced achievement.
Sense of Belonging:
Students’ perceived social support on campus, a
feeling or sensation of connectedness, the
experience of mattering or feeling cared about,
accepted, respected, valued by, and important to the
group or others on campus.
A key factor that influenced achievement for men of
color.
Harris & Wood, 2012

Gloria Lucas, College Recruiter/MEN Program Sponsor, Chandler Gilbert Community College
Dr. Ray Ostos, District Director of Student Affairs, Maricopa Community Colleges

What Works: MEN Findings
Participants in MEN had higher scores than the
control group for:
• Faculty & staff validation
• Sense of connectedness
• Social involvement
• Faculty student engagement
• Use of academic advising, counseling
services, transfer services, school library,
computer labs, and tutoring.

Through
The
Eyes
of
Bibiana
Canales
Phoenix
College
Nursing
Student
5
8

Entre Dos Mundos: Keeping It Real

The more positive their interactions with
authority figures, the more Latino youth
believed in themselves and understood
themselves to have better futures.
Rios, 2011

Personalismo

We assist Latin@ students to succeed by
assisting them to develop and create their
own identities while balancing disparate
cultural demands
Cultural Identity Development in Latino Adolescents
Bacallo & Snokski, 2005

Cultural Straddlers & Code Switchers
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Strengths of multicultural students?
• Commitment, determination, and resilience
• Value education as the key to upward social
mobility
• Aspire to pave the way for others
• Possess spiritual assurance
• Have a sense of responsibility to family and
community
• Culturally competent in multicultural
environments

Cognitive, Emotional, and Behavioral
Barriers to Student Success
 Stereotype threat & Identity
• Low ability attributions

Strengths of multicultural students
Students of color, especially, shared the
ways in which the commitment and support
from families back home pushed them
through the challenges facing the at
school…
Dissecting Diversity at HSU, 2008-2012

Stereotype Threat
Not good at
science

• Ego vs. Task involvement

Stereotype Threat
Being at risk of confirming, as a self
characteristic, a negative stereotype about
one’s group.
Steele & Aronson, 1995; Steele, 2010
•
•
•
•
•

Poor vs Rich in academics
Women in STEM
Latin@ students in STEM
Whites vs. Asians in STEM
Student-Athletes

Stereotype threat affects our ability to use
the mind in an effective manner…

• Performance-worsening rumination
• Activation of worry circuits in the brain
• Impairs working memory
• Withdrawal from seeking help
These reactions interfere with performance!
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What Works
Whistling Vivaldi, Claude Steele, 2012
Men of Color and Community Colleges, 2014

 Establish trust through demanding and
supportive relationships built on students’
personal and cultural assets;
 Set high expectations along with hopeful
narratives that inspire feelings of belonging;
 Focus on background and preparation vs. ability
and represent skills as learnable.
 High quality teaching by a diverse and engaged
faculty
 Provide on-going professional development

My first day, I looked around this beautiful,
lush, rich campus and thought, “What the
hell am I doing here?” It’s only a matter of
time before they realize that I’m not one of
them. I’m not rich. I don’t have a loving
family to go home to on holidays. [Only]
foster parents who don’t want me, a stepdad
in prison, and a dead mother...

Many non-traditional students want their
doubts [dudas] erased about their being
capable of learning….
This is especially true for first generation
students, Hispanic and African American
students….
Laura Rendon, 1994, 2001

“And, I am not smart. I scored 580
on my SATs….”

Doubts and dudas….

What Works:
Transforming Students Through Validation

“And, I am not smart. I scored 580
on my SATs….”
Professor Tammy Ramos
BA and BS, St. Mary’s College of California
JD, Notre Dame Law School

Success appears to be contingent on
whether [faculty and staff] can validate
students in an academic or interpersonal
way.
Laura Rendon

You belong here. You can achieve your goals.
I am/we are here to support you to succeed .
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Cognitive, Emotional, and Behavioral
Barriers to Student Success

Attributions: individual’s beliefs…

• Stereotype threat & Identity

Explain successes or failures;

 Low ability attributions

• Ego vs. Task involvement

Influence direction, strength, and
persistence of behavior toward a goal.
Brown & Rivas, 1997, 2004, 2011

Attributions and Emotions
Ability

Task Difficulty

Low

High

Shame/Doubt

Helpless/
Hopeless

Goal
Expectancy
Low

Belief
Emotion

Nonengagement;
Giving up

Shift attributions from ability to
background and preparation
Students’ attributions and those of
faculty and staff.

Weiner’s Theory of Achievement & Emotion

“I am not smart and don’t belong in college!”
“No soy inteligente.” “Soy bruta!”

“Those students
can’t do Calculus….”

Examining & Challenging Beliefs:
Why are Hispanic/Latin@ students
academically underprepared?

BeliefsFeelingsBehavior
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Percentage of Teachers Without
Major/Minor in Field
 The average Latin@ in California attends a
school that is 84% non-white with high
rates of concentrated poverty.
 S/he lives in a two-tiered society where
only 20 percent of Latin@ students taking
the SAT in California are college-ready
compared to 41% statewide.
Latino School Segregation: The Big Education Problem
That No One Is Talking About, Rebecca Klein, 10.26.15

“I can’t do Calculus….”

<20% Free Lunch
>49% Free Lunch

40

40
35
30

31
28

25
20

20
15

19
16

14

18

10
5
0
Math

Science

English

Social
Studies

Shift attributions (beliefs)
from ability to preparation…
Students’ attributions and those
of faculty and staff.
ThinkingFeelingDoing

What background/preparation is
required for success in Calculus?

Change meaning of “ability/intelligence”
from fixed to EXPANDABLE

•Pre-Calculus
•Algebra/Trig
•Algebra
•Basic Math

Emphasize Neuroplasticity of Human Brain.
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The Power of Validation
Next time you tell Tammy’s story, tell mine:
I scored 700 on my SATs and I have a Ph.D.
in Biology from the University of California….
Dr. Robert Urtecho
College of the Sequoias (CA)

Cognitive, Emotional, and Behavioral
Barriers to Student Success

It’s not enough to change what
we do;
we must also change what we

believe.

Task versus Ego-Involvement

• Stereotype threat & Identity
• Low ability attributions
 Ego vs. Task involvement

Ego-Involvement

Compare and despair….

Ego involvement- negative emotions
occur and undermine achievement
because students are focused on
comparing themselves to others rather
than task of developing competence.

The Challenge
Shift Latin@ students from
Ego-Involvement to
Task-Involvement…
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0-100% Teaching, Advising, &
Learning Model
Mario Rivas’s 0-100% Learning, Teaching
and Advising Method.
Support students to share the responsibility
for learning
Shifts from a focus on grades to mastery

100

Break the Task Into Do-able Components

0

0-100% Competence/Learning Model
100

0-100% Competence Learning Model
100

Sedulous

Sedulous
Adjective:
Painstakingly
persevering

0

0

0-100% Learning Model
100

“I can’t do Calculus….”

Sedulous
Adjective:
Painstakingly
persevering

Maria was sedulous: she
never gave up despite the
frustration and pain often
associated with becoming
an effective/successful
0 learner.
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Breaking Calculus into Do-Able Components

0-100% Learning Model
Focus on the Task
100

100
85

• Identify a task involved level
of competence that the
student wants to achieve;
• Assess current performance
level.

Competence Goal

85

Calculus 1
45
Current Performance
Level

0

0

0-100% Learning Model
Focus on the Task

0-100% Learning Model
Focus on the Task

100
Competence Goal

100

85

Competence Goal

85

Gap

Not 0-100

45

45

Current Performance
Level

Current Performance
Level
0

0

Focus on the Task
Background/Preparation
100
Necessary
Background

Focus on the Task
Background/Preparation
Necessary
Background

85

Calculus 1

100
85

Calculus 1

GAP
50

0

Student’s
Background
Based on
Assessment

0
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Focus on the Task
Time and Effort

Focus on the Task
Time & Effort

100
Necessary
Time & Effort

100
85

85

Calculus 1

Calculus 1
Student’s Current
Time & Effort

0

0

0-100% Learning Model
Focus on the Comparison

Focus on the Task
Time & Effort
100
Appropriate
Time & Effort

50

100

85+

Competence Goal
Calculus 1

New Performance Level

85
65 Ego Involved:

Failed to Achieve Goal

45
Original Performance
Level
0

0

Focus on the Task:
Effective Strategies

0-100% Learning Model
Focus on the Task
100
Competence Goal

85

New Performance Level

65
45

Original Performance
Level

Task Involved:
Closing the gap

•
•
•
•
•

Basics: Attend class, buy the book
Use tutoring or SI
Study in groups with other students
Meet with the professor
Others?

0
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We cannot assume that culturally
competent educators will emerge
without pre-service and in-service
professional development programs.

What’s needed is a different way of
thinking about professional
development—not as special occasions
offered on a periodic basis but as an
integral part of institutional work.
Strengthening Pre-Collegiate Education
Carnegie Foundation, 2008

Event  Process

Prime Opportunities for
Professional Development
Opening of the academic year/Spring term
Orientation programs for new faculty and staff
In-service days
At key junctures in the academic year (e.g.,
pre-registration, advising weeks, midterm
report periods)

Thomas Brown & Associates
Leveraging Knowledge, Change, and Diversity

Strengthening America’s Future:
Increasing Achievement and Success for
Hispanic/Latin@ College Students

Thank YOU for the work you do!!
Tom Brown and Dr. Jose Leyba
www.tbrownassociates.com
tom@tbrownassociates.com
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